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When we wish to compute lower bounds for the chromatic number x(G) of a graph G, it is of 
interest to know something about the ‘chromatic forcing number’ fx(G), which is defined to be 
the least number of vertices in a subgraph H of G such that x(H) =x(G). We show here that for 
random graphs G,, with n vertices,fx(G,,) is almost surely at least () - &)n, despite say the fact 
that the largest complete subgraph of G,, has only about log n vertices. 
1. Introduction 
Many problems in Operations Research may be modelled as problems of colour- 
ing the vertices of a graph G so that adjacent vertices receive different colours and 
so that we use the least possible number of colours. This number is of course the 
chromatic number x(G) of the graph G. A typical problem is in examination time- 
tabling; where vertices correspond to exams, two vertices are adjacent if some 
student takes both the corresponding exams, and we wish to timetable the exams 
using as few periods as possible. It is well known that the problem of determining 
x(G) is NP-hard and thus that we do not expect to be able to determine chromatic 
numbers quickly (see for example [ll]). However, we must make some attempt at 
such colouring problems. 
It would often be useful to be able to establish quickly a good lower bound for the 
chromatic number x(G). This is certainly the case in branch-and-bound algorithms 
for determining x(G) exactly or for constructing ‘good’ but perhaps sub-optimal 
colourings (see for example [6, 131). We may be interested then in the chromatic 
forcing numberf,(G), defined to be the least number of vertices in a subgraph H of 
G such that X(H) =x(G). For any graph G with n vertices clearly x(G) Q,(G) 5 n; 
alsof,(G) =x(G) if and only if x(G) = w(G) where w(G) is the number of vertices in 
a largest complete subgraph of G, and f,(G) = n if and only if removing any vertex 
from G decreases the chromatic number. 
Let G,,, denote a random graph on n (labelled) vertices such that the edges occur 
independently with some (fixed) probability p (with O<p< 1). It is known (see (121 
that o(G,,) and x(G,,) are usually of order only log n and n/(log n) respectively. 
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However we shall see here that for any E > 0, fx (G,,) > (Ji- e)n almost surely, that is 
with probability tending to 1 as n -+m. Thus the chromatic number x(G) is usually 
not forced up by any small subgraph of G, and certainly we need many more 
vertices than are in a largest complete subgraph of G. 
In many applications we are interested in large sparse graphs. Let us allow the 
edge-probability p now to be a function p(n) of n, which may for example tend to 0 
as n-r m. Then as long as p(n) does not approach 0 too quickly we find that we still 
need a large part of the graph to force the chromatic number up to its true value. 
This last result is our main theorem and it is stated and proved in the next section. 
From it we deduce that almost surely every subgraph H of G= G,, with 
X(H) =x(G) has edge-density close to that of G, and so certainly does not resemble 
a complete graph (if p(n) does not approach 1). In the final section we discuss a 
number of related points. 
2. Main theorem 
We consider random graphs G,, on n labelled vertices where the edges occur 
independently with probability p =p(n). For an introduction to such random graphs 
see [2, 81. We shall always insist that 0 <p(n) < 1 (to avoid some trivial exceptions) 
and that p(n) does not approach 0 too quickly. We say that some statement about 
the random graph G,, holds almost surely (a.s.) if the probability that it holds tends 
to 1 as n+ 00. We denote the vertex set of a graph G by V(G) and the edge set 
by E(G). 
Let 0 CC c: 1 and 0 < CY 5 1. Let !Y(c, (x) be the class of all graphs G such that every 
subgraph H of G with ( V(H) 1 <cl V(G) 1 satisfies X(H) < ax(G). Then Y(c, a) c 
Y(c, 1) = Y(c) say, and V(c) is the class of all graphs G such that f,(G) LC 1 V(G) / . 
Thus if we set (x= 1 in the theorem below we obtain results about the chromatic 
forcing number f,(G). 
Theorem. Let 0 < a 5 1. 
(a) If p(n)ns+w as n-tco for some SC+, then for some c>O G,,~E ://(~,a) 
almost surely. 
(b) Zf p(n)ns+ M as n+ 03 for some 6< $, then G,, E Y(a/3, a) almost surely. 
(c) Zf bothp(n)n” and (1 -p(n))n” *~asn-*ooforany6>0, thenforanyc<+a, 
G,, E Y(c, a) almost surely. 
Let us denote the edge-density of a graph G by d(G); that is, if 1 V(G) ( = n we set 
d(G)=/E(G)(/ ; 0 . 
Corollary. Let 0 c a I 1 and E > 0, and suppose that p(n)n 6-+ 00 as nd 00 for some 
6~ +. Then there is a constant c>O such that almost sureIy every subgraph H of 
G = G,, with x(H) 2 ax(G) satisfies 1 V(H) I > cn and 
(1 -e)p<d(H)<(l +e)p. 
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In order to prove the Theorem we use the first four lemmas below, and we need 
one further lemma to deduce the Corollary. We shall always use the notation 
q = q(n) = 1 -p(n) and b = b(n) = log l/q = -log (1 -p(n)). All logarithms are 
natural. For a real number x we let Lx1 and 1x1 denote respectively the greatest 
integer at most x and the least integer at least x. 
Lemma 1. Let the edge-probability p(n), O<p(n)< 1, satisfy np(n)r4 say for n 
sufficiently large, and let 
k=k(n)= [2b-llognbl. 
Then almost surely cx(G,,) 5 k and so x(G,,,) 2 n/k. 
Proof. We use the ‘expected value’ bound as, for example, in [12]. We have 
qk(k+‘)‘2 
sexp -(k+l){loglognb-logje}. 
If p(n) I 3 say then certainly this bound tends to 0 as n+ca. If p(n) ~3 and 
rip(n)) 24, then k(n)+oo as n+w and log nbzlog4>+e; and so the bound again 
tends to 0 as n+co. 
Note. It is easy to replace the bound npz4 above by np ~2.6 if we use also the 
inequality 
Lemma 2. Let 0 < EC 1, let t L E ’ and suppose that the edge-probability p =p(n), 
0 <p(n) < 1, satisfies rip(n)) 1 (log n)’ for n sufficiently large. Let 
k=k(n)=nb{(l -e)lognb}-I. 
Then for any 6>0 
P(x(G,,)zk}<exp -(np)l+C-s 
for n sufficiently large. 
Proof. Let f,r>O be such that &--3v>t-‘. Let 
j=j(n)=nb{(l -e+~)lognb)~‘, 
and let f(x) = n exp - xqn’x for x>O. Then by the proof of Lemma 6 of [14] 
lkl m’ 
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for n sufficiently large. But for n sufficiently large we have 
k-j- 1 r(nb)‘-q, 
jqnh = exp {log nb - 66 ‘( 1 - E + V) log nb + O(log log nb)) 
r(nb)&~Q, 
and 
Hence for n sufficiently large 
P{~(G,,)rk}<exp -(k-j-l)(jq”O--logn) 
sexp -(nb)‘-“((nb)‘-*~-log.) 
< exp - (nb)’ +C-4q. 
Note. The above lemma actually holds not just for x(G,,) but for the number of 
colours used by any ‘sequential partitioning algorithm’ such as the greedy colouring 
algorithm (see [14]). 
Lemma 3. Let 0<6<+, O<c<+ and q>l be such that (l-6)(1-cu)>+, and 
suppose that p(n)n 6+ 00 as n + 00. Let P, be the probability that the random graph 
G,, has a subgraph H on m = rcnj vertices with 
X(H)zk(n)=nb(2qlognb}-‘. 
Then P,+O as n-+w. 
Proof. Let cz,p be such that O<a<P<1-2c~ but (l+a)(l-6)=1+y>l. Then 
since mb+w as n-too 
k(n)>mb((l -/I)logmb}-’ 
for n sufficiently large. 
We may clearly assume that p(n) =p(n’) if m(n) = m(n’), and so we may define a 
probability function p’(n) by setting p’(m(n)) =p(n) for each n. Note that 
mp’(m)zcnp(n)>n’-* 
for n sufficiently large. Let b’(n) = - log(1 -p’(n)), so that b’(m(n)) = b(n) for each 
n. 
Now for n sufficiently large, 
P{~(G,(,,,,(,,)rk(n)} 
IP{X(G,,,,(,,)>mb’(m)((l -P)Logmb’(m)I-‘1 
(where m = m(n)) 
<exp -(mp’(m))l+a (by Lemma 2) 
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<exp -(n’-s)*+a 
=exp -nl+Y. 
Hence for n sufficiently large the required probability P, satisfies 
P,s 2 np{~(Gm(nj,p(nj) 2 k(n)) 
<exp -(n l+Y-nnog2) 
-0 as P+CQ. 
Lemma 4. Let d>O and E>O. Then for n sufficiently large there is a unique root 
p =p *(n) (0 <p < 1) of the equation b- ’ log nb = d such that p 2 (1 + E)/n, and 
0) prp*(n) * bm’lognbsd, 
(ii) (1 +E)/nspsp*(n) * b-‘lognbrd, and 
(iii) d{n(logn+(l +s)loglogn)}-‘<(I -p*(n))d 
sd{n(logn+(l -s)loglogn)}-‘. 
Proof. Let f(q) = qdlog I/q for 0 <qs 1, so that b-’ log nbsd if and only if 
f(q)sl/n. Nowf(q)>O for O<qrl, andf(q)+O as q-+0. Also 
f’(q)=qd-‘(dlog I/q- I), 
and so if we set q. = exp( - l/d), then f increases on (0, qo), decreases on (qo, 1) and 
achieves its maximum l/de at q = qo. Hence for n > de there are exactly two roots of 
the equation f (q) = l/n (0 <q < 1). Let q?(n) be the smaller root (< qo) and q$(n) the 
larger root ( >qo), and set p*(n) = 1 - q?(n). 
To establish (i) and (ii) above it suffices now to show that the larger root q?(n) 
satisfies q$(n) > 1 - (1 + e)/n for n sufficiently large, and this follows easily on 
noting that 
nf(1 -(l +e)/n)-+l +e>l as n--*03. 
It remains to prove (iii) above. We prove the right hand inequality here: the other 
inequality follows similarly. Let 
q=q(n)=d”d (1 {n og n + (1 - E) log log n)} - “d. 
Then 
f(q)=d{n(1ogn+(1-~)1og1ogn)}-‘d-’{1ogn+1og1ogn+0(1)} 
>l/n for n sufficiently large, 
and for such n, q:(n) < q(n). 
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Proof of the Theorem 
Let p=p(n), O<p(n) < 1 be a probability function such that np(n)-+m as n+ca. 
We shall consider five ranges for the growth of p(n), starting with p(n) small. Let 
k=k(n)=n r2b-‘lognbl -1. 
By Lemma 1 
%(G,,)<kk) -+O as n+a. (1) 
Let O<c<+ and let m= m(n)= [cnl . Then the probability that G,,,@ Y(c, a) and 
x(G,,)z k is at most the probability, P,, say, that G,, has a subgraph H on m 
vertices with x(H) 1 ak. Hence 
P(G,,$ :q(c,o)} ~P,+P{X(G,.)<k}. (2) 
In each of the first four ranges for p(n) we shall choose 0 < 6 < 3, 0 < c < +, q > 1 such 
that 
and 
(l-6)(1 -cq)>i (3) 
c-rk(n)znb(2qlognb)P’ (4) 
at least for n sufficiently large. We may then apply Lemma 3 to show that P,,+O as 
n+o3: and so by (1) and (2) that 
P{G,,E Y(c,a)} 4 1 as nAm. (5) 
Before we consider the separate ranges for p(n) let us note that by Lemma 4, if 
q(n)n”+cx, as n+cx, for any 6>0 (as happens in each of the first three ranges), then 
&‘lognb-)m as n-+m, and so (4) holds for any ~>a~‘. 
Range I. Suppose that p(n)n b --t 03 as n + 00 for some 6 < + but p(n) 5 4 say. Since 
a<+ there exist O<c<+, ~>a-’ such that (3) holds, and as remarked above (4) 
then also holds. Hence (5) holds for some c>O. 
Range 2. Suppose that p(n)n6+ 03 as n+c= for some 6 < + but still p(n) i t. If 
~=+a, then there exists ~>a-’ such that (3) holds, and again (4) holds. Thus (5) 
holds with c = +CZ. 
Range 3. Suppose that both p(n)n” and q(n)n” -+c0 as n-+03 for any 6>0. If 
0 <CC *c-w, then there exist 0 < 6 < 3, q > a ’ such that (3) holds, and again (4) holds. 
Hence (5) holds for any c < +a. 
Range 4. Let p*(n) be as determined in Lemma 4 with d= &. Suppose that 
p(n) L 3 but p(n) cp*(n) for n sufficiently large. Then 26 - ’ log nb 2 3. Let 6 = A, 
c = fa, q = 4/(3a). Then both (3) and (4) hold, and so (5) holds with c = ia. 
Range 5. Suppose finally that p(n)zp*(n) for n sufficiently large, and then by 
Lemma 4 26 ’ log nb 5 3. The argument here is much simpler than above; for by (1) 
almost surely x(G,,,) 2 fn and so G,, E ?(f, 1). Thus (5) holds with c=S. 
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It remains only to put together the parts of the proof. Let us prove part (a) of the 
theorem. Suppose then that p(n)n 6+c0 as n-tm for some SC+. Let 
p1 (4 = min { p(n), + 1, 
Then p, is in range 1, p2 is in range 4 and p3 is in range 5. Hence for i = 1,2,3 there 
exists c,>O such that 
P{GnJJ, E CG(C;, a)} -+ 1 as n+co. 
But for each n, p(n) is at least one of pi(n), pz(n) or p3(n), and so we see that (5) 
holds with c = min { c,, c2, c3 } > 0. 
A similar manipulation completes the proof of part (b) of the theorem by 
considering the ranges 2,4 and 5; and part (c) follows immediately from considering 
range 3. 
We need one further lemma to deduce the Corollary. Recall that the edge-density 
of a graph G is denoted here by d(G). 
Lemma 5. Let e>O. Let O<p=p(n)< 1 and O<c=c(n)~ 1, and suppose that 
c2np+oo as n--*03. Then almost surely every induced subgraph H of G,, with at 
least cn vertices atisfies 
(1 -E)p<d(H)<(l +e)p. 
Proof. If Xis a binomial random variable with parameters m andp then a standard 
inequality (see [1,5,8]) shows that for any O<E< 1 
P((X-mp) >unp)<2exp -+e2mp. 
Hence the probability that G,, has an induced subgraph H with some kz cn vertices 
and with d(H) 5 (1 - e)p or d(H) 2 (I+ &)p is at most 
n 
c2( > 
k 
krcn k 
exp -fe2 
0 
2 p<exp -n(e2/7c2np-log2) ifcnl7 
-0 as n-a. 
The corollary follows immediately from part (a) of the Theorem and Lemma 5. It 
is interesting to note that if we replace the condition on p(n) by the more restrictive 
condition p(n)n 1’3 rlog n say, then the statement about the edge-density d(H) 
follows directly from Lemmas 1 and 5. 
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3. Further discussion 
Some definitions and a question 
We say that a graph invariant r(G) is ‘monotonic’ or ‘increasing’ if r(H) I r(G) 
whenever H is an induced subgraph of G. For any such invariant T we may define 
the corresponding t-forcing number f,(G) to be the least number of vertices in a 
subgraph H of G such that z(H) = r(G). This number may be of interest for various 
graph invariants other than just the chromatic number. 
Suppose that we are interested in some class .Y of probability functions p =p(n). 
Let us say that a monotonic graph invariant r(G) is local (with respect to Y) if for 
any probability function p =p(n) in .P we have 
n-‘fAG,J -*O in probability as n-+ co; 
and let us say that r is global if the above condition holds with the 0 replaced by 1. If 
we wish to determine the graph invariant T for large graphs it is clearly of interest to 
know whether 7 is local or global or intermediate. 
We have seen that for a wide class of probability functions p=p(n) - namely 
those such that p(n)n 6 -+ 03 as n -+ a3 for some 6 < + - the chromatic number is not a 
local invariant. But is it global, with say p fixed at +? (This question is closely 
related to the conjecture in [12].) 
Clearly many graph invariants are local - see the comments below on the edge- 
chromatic forcing number for a non-trivial example. Examples of non-trivial global 
invariants are the achromatic number and the ‘canonical achromatic number’ (see 
[14-161). 
Edge-chromatic numbers 
Various timetabling problems may be modelled as problems of colouring the 
edges of a graph G so that no two adjacent edges have the same colour (see for 
example [4]). The least possible number of colours is the edge-chromatic number (or 
chromatic index) x’(G). The edge-chromatic forcing number f,,(G) is then the least 
number of vertices in a subgraph H of G such that x’(H) =x’(G). For example if G 
is an odd cycle with n vertices then f,,(G) = n. 
Recall from Vizing’s theorem (see for example [2] or [4]) that x’(G) = A (G) or 
d(G) + 1, where d(G) denotes the maximum vertex degree in G. It follows that 
x’(G) <f,,(G) <n and of course if x’(G) =A(G) (so that G is of ‘class l’), then 
f,,(G) <A (G) + 1. Thus for class 1 graphs 
A(G)cf,,(G)~d(G)+ 1. 
Now consider random graphs G,,, where the edge-probability p =p(n) satisfies 
p(n)+0 but p(n)n/(log n)Aa, as n+ co. For such graphs there is almost surely a 
unique vertex of maximum degree [3,7,9] and it follows that they are in class 1 
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[10,17]. Thus almost surely 
n-lfx,(Gn,p)~n~‘(d(G,,)+ l)-‘O in probability as n-+oo, 
and we have shown that the edge-chromatic number x’(G) is a local property (for 
the class of probability functions above). 
Edge forcing numbers 
When considering a monotone graph invariant r(G) one might be interested also 
in the least number of edges in a subgraph H of G such that r(H) = t(G). Let us call 
this quantity the r-edge-forcing number. Denote it byf:(G), and denote its ratio to 
the number of edges of G by r;(G). We discuss here briefly the chromatic edge- 
forcing number f;(G) (not to be confused with the edge-chromatic forcing number 
f,,(G)!). The number f;(G) is, like the ordinary chromatic forcing number, of 
interest when we wish to compute lower bounds for the chromatic number x(G). 
By considering the minimal subgraphs H of G such that x(H) =x(G) we see that 
f;(G) 2 U,(G)MG) - 1). 
Now suppose that the edge-probability function p=p(n) is such that both p(n)n” 
and (1 -p(n))n 6+ 03 as n + 03 for any 6 > 0. Then for any F > 0 the following state- 
ments hold almost surely: 
/E(G,,)/ <(++e)n*~, 
x(Gn,,,) > (+ - E)np/(log n) + 1 
and 
&(Gn,p)>(+-c)n. 
Hence almost surely 
r;(G,,) > (5 log n) ‘. 
Is this lower bound for r;(G,,) of the right order? Is it possible that for example 
ri(G,, 4) > c > 0 almost surely? 
Determining the chromatic forcing number 
The chromatic forcing numberJJG) is of interest when we wish to determine the 
chromatic number x(G). But what about determiningf,(G) itself? This problem is 
certainly difficult. For any graph G let GUKk denote the union of G with a (dis- 
joint) copy of the complete graph Kk on k vertices. Then 
X(G) 5 k ti f,(GUK,)<k. 
Thus the decision problem “Is f,(G) 5 3?” is NP-complete (see for example [l 11). 
Finally let us note that the problem “Is f,(G) = k?” (where k may vary) is in the 
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class Of in the polynomial hierarchy as defined in [l 11, but is it in a smaller class? 
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Note added in proof 
Results of P. Erdos (Mathematika 9 (1962) 170-75) show that the chromatic 
number is not local when p(n) = c/n where c is any large constant. 
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